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Daniel Kurjaković
Off-centered

Torrent, the first in a series of art bulletins by Burger Collection, considers ‘source material’ — or variations on this motif — spanning a
diverse range of artistic practices and preoccupations. The inaugural
issue, which you now hold in your hands, touches on subjects as
disparate as the material life of books, the de-mystifying power of
printed matter, radio as tool for “revolution”, or even film’s function as
a dissecting table for the mind. We hope that the multiple dimensions
of artistic process will appear to grow out of these pages, in the
flip from project to project.
		Torrent, as an editorial platform, follows a ‘close-reading’ approach
to art, rather than seeking synthesis or generalization. The main
aim is, frankly, to please the artists themselves first, who have been
invited to present here some of the material elements that motivate
their ways of thinking and doing. This ‘evidence’ reflects both physical
and ideological means of testing things out: the sense of feeling
around, for form or mental visualization, which is in play before the
artwork could be said to ‘work’, before it is presented and received.
		Torrent is interested in the ways artists collect and store information, assemble ideas, formalize observations, try out certain paths
of inquiry, or materialize their intuitions. Whether this process leads
to further exploration, or to temporary failure and a standstill, is of
lesser concern: as a process this dimension has its own relevance.
Not to suggest that this way of thinking is new, quite the opposite.
It harks back, art-historically speaking, for example to the period of
the 1960s and ‘70s, sometimes elevated to a quasi-mythological level.
As a result, in the recent contemporary art context, one can also
find evidence of a rather uncritical idolatry of anything that comes
with tags such as ‘process’ and ‘research’, or ‘source material’ for that
Editorial

matter. As data intrinsic to the making process, it can enlighten us
about the work of art and yet, also, contribute to its possible
fetishization.
		 Potential insights, and pleasures, are realized from looking at what
is — factually or theoretically, socially or historically — not normally
viewed in the spotlight. The focus of Torrent is, for the most part, on
the source materials of its artist contributors: sketches, collages
( thrown together or carefully archived ); photographs, rarely high-art
examples, but what might be considered ‘bad’ or anti-photography;
texts, such as loose scripts, dispersed quotes, newspaper articles and
snippets; diagrams, copies of books, and other miscellaneous materials, again either having been carefully conserved over years, or
found in the corner of some forlorn room, rather than ‘discovered’ in
a pristine artist’s studio.
		 Does source material speak for itself ? Or, does it require explanation and comment in all cases ? ( Yes, seems to be the answer in
the case of this, the first issue — something we will re-visit in the future ). But can discursive contextualization really sort it out ? The state
of things is more complex than one statement can accurately convey.
The presentation of source material is not necessarily intended to
enable us to re-construct a work or piece in a presumably ‘authentic’
fashion. It can also be more ambivalent. As ‘unprecious’ supporting
material, it may free-up associative territories. Conversely, the
archival connotations present might ( rather unhelpfully, perhaps ) serve
to pin-down certain processes that have nourished it. In this sense,
source material could be said to blur, albeit in interesting ways, rather
than explain, the so-called ‘work’. The duplicity in the term ‘source
material’ cannot, and should not, be expunged: source material is the
theoretical site that reduces and at the same time heightens the
complexity of art. Maybe the thing that captivates us most about such
articles is their unfinished states ?
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Annie Lai-Kuen Wan

Monumental Time I
The fossilization of people and animals from the
ancient Italian town Pompeii is imbued with
the evidential force of witnessing the catastrophic
moment Mount Vesuvius erupted in 79 AD. This
fossilization, fused evidence of death and lava,
conveys a sense of the ‘event space’ of a historical
moment and that of the location itself, frozen
in one eternal and solemn state of objecthood.

a
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1 ) Source Material — Artist Contribution
Annie Lai-Kuen Wan
Monumental Time
Photographic and textual notes about books,
fossilization, transformation, shadows, bookworms,
innovation, nostalgia, twin shops, filmic
presence, and life

Credits

a to p — Notes and
photographs ( 2005 — 2013 )
by the artist, except plate a.
© Annie Lai-Kuen Wan

Even the most ordinary of circumstances can appear
to take on an allegorical significance. Annie Wan,
with her deceptively minimal ceramic works, plays the
artifactual and workaday associations of the craft to
reveal alternative histories. Like the artist herself,
there is a lot more to her delicate objects and installations than first meets the eye. Burger Collection
had been aware of the works of this quiet and rather
modest maker for some time, and from the very
first of our dialogues and meetings with her, felt the
sense of latent intellectual processes at work. There
is a retentive pleasure to be had engaging with,
to then move beyond, the material and presentational
devices she uses, into a variety of highly reflexive
and conceptually precise associative territories.
In short, Wan’s object play, and to some degree her
medium- to large-scale installations in other media,
are full of deeper resonances and stories, diverse
subtexts related to social and cultural histories,
material facticity, or references to filmic and musical
modes of processing as well less tangible ideas
and phenomena. Though many of her works might
seem restrained and physically concentrated, bound
within narrowly circumscribed parameters, these
undertones are informed by recurring series of intensly
felt experiences ( not necessarily her own ), which can
take one in many fruitful investigative directions.
Through the lightest and most careful of ideological
and material excavations, Wan unearths the chain links
Annie Lai-Kuen Wan

1 ) Source Material — Artist Contribution
that connect, for example, urban spaces with life
inside books; or preconceptions about cultures past
( or the passing of culture ) with post-historical per
spectives; or the seemingly solid surfaces of her quasi
artifacts with the inherently unstable and fleeting
mechanism of memory. ( Daniel Kurjaković )

Credits
q — Unknown designer
Movie poster for Sátántangó
( also known as
Satanstango, Satan's
Tango ), 1994, directed by
Béla Tarr (Hungary,
Germany, Switzerland ),
450 minutes, feature film
Writers: László Krasznahorkai
and Béla Tarr
Screenplay by Béla Tarr
Cinematography: Gábor
Medvigy
Cast: Mihály Vig, Putyi
Horváth, László Lugossy,
Éva Almássy Albert, János
Derzsi and Irén Szajki
Music: Mihály Víg
Produced by: Mozgókép
Innovációs Társulás és
Alapítvány, Von Vietinghoff
Filmproduktion ( VVF ) and
Vega Film

r — Scott Meola
Movie poster for The Turin
Horse, 2011, directed by
Béla Tarr ( Hungary, France,
Germany, Switzerland ),
146 minutes, feature film

s — Unknown designer
Glenn Gould
A State of Wonder:
The Complete Goldberg
Variations ( 1955 & 1981 ),
2002

Script: László Krasznahorkai,
Béla Tarr
Cast: Erika Bók, János Derzsi,
Mihály Kormos, Ricsi
Camera: Fred Kelemen
Sound: Gábor Erdélyi jr.
Montage: Ágnes Hranitzky,
Music: Mihály Víg
Art Direction: Sándor Kállay
Costumes: János Breckl
Produced by Gábor Téni
( Producer ), Juliette Lepoutre,
Marie-Pierre Macia,
Martin Hagemann, Ruth
Waldburger

CD Cover
3 CD Compilation,
Remastered
Sony Classical — S3K
87703, Legacy — S3K
87703
Composer: Johann
Sebastian Bach
Piano: Glenn Gould
Engineer: Andreas K.
Meyer
Producer: Howard H. Scott
( tracks: 1-01 to 1-32,
3-02 ).
Co-producer: Glenn Gould
( tracks: 2-01 to 2-32 ),
Samuel H. Carter
( tracks: 2-01 to 2-32 ).
Reissue Producer: Louise
De La Fuente
US, 2002
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Monumental Time II
The process of fossilization is, to me, a process
of casting, when the original remains of the
organism dissolve and leave an empty space,
which is gradually filled with other minerals.
This transformation takes ages. By this
thinking, if I put a clay slip in every space
between pages of a book and then fire it, I will
end up with a fossil of a book devoid of
actual pages. Does the book then become a
real ‘presence’ ? Somehow, I believe the
most important part of a book is not in the
pages, but between them.

b

c
Annie Lai-Kuen Wan

Monumental Time III
Another shocking example of where the frozen
petrified moment and the dimensions of
place meet is the shadow trace that formed at
the time of the atomic bomb’s explosion in
Hiroshima. Radiation fell on a man sitting on
a stair. The shadow is the strongest evidence
of the event, stronger than any other form
of documentation.

d
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Writing by Book Worms
I bought an antique accounting book written
by hand in Japan. Within the manuscript,
I found some beautiful lines crafted by bookworms. It appeared as though they had also
been ‘writing’ on the blank pages every day
and this book became, in a sense, their diary.

e

f

g
Annie Lai-Kuen Wan

Presence of the Past
Denmark, Hong Kong and Portugal
Cities are changing rapidly. The response to
the rate of change on time and place is one
of nostalgia. An incongruous air of innovation
and longing for what has been surrounds
us — the co-existence of old and new endures.
As the present becomes the past, so the past
becomes a more tangible and stable notion.

h
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k
Annie Lai-Kuen Wan

Twins
I took photographs of ‘twin shops’, two
adjacent shop fronts with the exact same
name, eliciting a visual sense of the
uncanny. It is much more difficult now to
find these twin shops in Hong Kong
as property is too expensive to run retail
outlets with two units.

l
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Annie Lai-Kuen Wan

Double
Double images were formed by processes of
reproduction; one by hand and one by the
passage of time.

o

p
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Sátántángo
A black-and-white film by Béla Tarr, seven and
a quarter hours long, in which the narrative
is structured into overlapping mosaic fragments
reflecting an idea inspired by the tango — six
steps forward, six back. Tarr believes that
films should reveal ‘presence’. This thinking
makes physical the possible relationships
between the characters and the film. This
sense of physicality in his films affected me
deeply, especially in his most recent film
The Turin Horse. The fact that Tarr has said
that, for him, the film represented a real
psychological journey made it an all the
more special cinematic experience.

q

r
Annie Lai-Kuen Wan

Glenn Gould
A State of Wonder
This CD includes two recordings of The
 omplete Goldberg Variations of 1955 and
C
1981 by Glenn Gould. The length of the
1955 recording is 38 minutes and 23 seconds
while the length of the 1981 recording is
51 minutes and 14 seconds. There is a difference of 12 minutes and 51 seconds between
these two recordings of the same music
by the same pianist. What does this temporal
difference mean ? Was it caused by his
26 years of life experience ?

s

A book is a fragile creature,
it suffers the wear of time, it fears rodents,
the elements and clumsy hands.
Umberto Eco
Books have a unique way of stopping
time in a particular moment
and saying: Let’s not forget this.
Dave Eggers
22 • 23

Enoch Cheung, Choi Yan Chi and Cally Yu
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2 ) Conversation
Enoch Hong-Sang Cheung, Choi Yan Chi, Cally Yeuk-Mui Yu
What We Talk About When We Talk About Practice
A conversation about displaced feminism, cultural gaps, techniques of
suppression, wearing different hats, and the production of meaning
Credits
All photographs: To Kwa
Wan, Kowloon, Hong Kong
© 2013 Alain Kantarjian

I Think It Rains is the title of an exhibition and research
platform, commissioned for Burger Collection’s
second part of the Quadrilogy ¹, exploring some of
the conditions for artistic practice in Hong Kong,
specifically from the point of view of cultural practitioners of different generations and regional backgrounds, working in Hong Kong today. Moving beyond
the obvious reasons as to why non-mainstream art
has a difficult position, the conversation hinges
on some lesser-discussed issues. They include the
somewhat spectral presence of feminism or the inner
exile as a condition of creative thinking, but also
the present influence of Mainland China or the effects
of the British educational system in Hong Kong.
Conceived as an essential part of Quadrilogy 2, the
conversation paves way for understanding the cultural
specificity of Hong Kong in order to develop strategic
ideas for the on-site collaboration. Participants
in the conversation, which took place on the premises
of Cattle Depot Artist Village in February 2013, are
artists Enoch Cheung, and Choi Yan Chi, as well
as writer and playwright Cally Yu. Burger Collection’s
assistant curator Linda Jensen and curator Daniel
Kurjaković raised the questions. ( Daniel Kurjaković )

1  —  As of 2009, Burger Collection is realizing the multi-regional exhibition
and research project called Quadrilogy under the curatorial leadership of
Daniel Kurjaković. With an open time frame of several years, the Quadrilogy
manifests itself in different regions around the world. Research on-site,
co-operations with educational institutions, exhibition sites, and additional
local and international partners deepen the knowledge about the cultural
regions in terms of a necessary premise for a subtler understanding of the
shifting nature of artistic practice across historical periods, contemporary
geographies and social landscapes.

Enoch Cheung, Choi Yan Chi and Cally Yu

Daniel Kurjaković ( dk )
		 We initially wanted to talk with you about the present place
of artistic practice in Hong Kong in the midst of more popular
forms of culture, such as Cantonese pop or film. Contem
porary art is rather underappreciated in the city — certainly for
a wider public — despite Hong Kong’s thriving cultural scene.
However, let’s start by talking about the more modest issue
of what we’re hoping to achieve with our project, the opening
of the exhibition and research platform I Think It Rains.
My first… ( interrupted by the sound of a loud bird chirping
in the background ) Nice !
Cally Yu ( cy )
Yes, they are singing.
Linda Jensen ( lj )
		 We’ll have to compete with them to be heard in the
recording.
dk

cy

The question here is how our collaborative project can
become meaningful. You are all addressed here as individual
writers and artists, but also as citizens or observers of
the cultural situation. Naturally, we will reach out to the local
audience, but also to a more specialist audience with its
knowledge of the art system and of aesthetic categories.
We should also include the regional network of 1a space into
the discussion, which extends across various artistic and
cultural circles, not to forget the international visitor. So,
what are we hoping to achieve for these different kinds of
audiences ?

Actually, all of a sudden, I’m thinking about another topic.
It’s so strange here in Hong Kong as there are mostly male
film critics so it’s very difficult for a female viewpoint to enter
into their territory. As a female writer, or as a female artist,
you are forced to display your unique or spicy standpoint and
perspective, otherwise your articles won’t be published.
dk

OK, good, a detour right at the start. Let me add to this and
take it yet somewhere else. I remember you mentioning
Cally, a new theatre piece you are working on. I’m wondering
if the content of your piece might obliquely relate to this
26 • 27

gender situation, as the piece is, according to you, about
the existential conditions of life in Hong Kong, specifically, the
relation of people to their bodies, relations that are, as you
said, barely describable with language. You articulate this in
terms of “the body as the instrument that does not lie”.
Also, you mentioned the term ‘globalisation’ in the context
of your previous experiences working for an online company,
and how as a result you came to understand what global
isation meant: the transformation of human beings into
quantifiable entities, elements in calculation charts, etc. Do
you think one could for say, for example, that globalisation — with its particular forms rationality, ideas of progress,
and abstract models such as cybernetics, and so on — is to a
certain extent responsible for an erasure or move away from
bodily self-awareness ? Your own work, in writing and theatre,
tends to focus on ‘body issues’. The ‘body’ issue is still
not really embedded in the “heterosexual mode” of thinking,
which, I know, sounds probably reductive, or schematic.
Enoch Cheung ( ec )
		 As to the predominance of male cultural practitioners, I’m
not quite sure if I have the same observation, because
there seem to be more and more female artists in the younger generations. More than half of my students are female.
cy

Most established artists are male. Even writer-artists.
It’s a shame.

ec		 There are some notable female mid-career artists.
Choi Yan Chi ( cyc )
There are some female newcomers, but they have
yet to achieve ‘visibility’.
dk		 Maybe gender inequality in the visual arts could also be
discussed as intrinsic to the notion of artistic ‘practice’ itself.
It’s not that there is no discussion about ‘process’, yet we
remain surrounded by examples of representational art,
variations of symbolism, armies of drop sculptures and the
like. While ‘process’ is a complex term — involving real time,
materiality, research, but also fiction, meta-level knowledge
structures, and so on — I have heard myself repeating to
Enoch Cheung, Choi Yan Chi and Cally Yu

 rtists involved in our project that ‘artistic process’ is a crucial
a
area to re-address. It is not exactly a sharp category, rather
the opposite: it’s about how artists explore the liminal border
territories that separate the inherent material, making and
intellectual aspects of their practice. So, in a sense, I always
try to see the ‘body’ in terms of individual practices, as
opposed to being on the lookout for works that attempt to
literally depict bodies. As a curator I then constantly wonder
how to make this approach visible. This is why I maybe
proposed, additionally to other works, the ‘artist shelves’ as
a presentational device, which some artists will use to
display source material relating to their contributions in the
forthcoming exhibition. I do not think of such material
concerns as feminist per se, but feminism has surely helped
to shape our understanding of ‘materiality’. When you look
at the Western history of art, feminism has been providing
a platform for body-orientated, and at the same time, institutionally-critical practices. Just think of New York-based
performance artist Andrea Fraser’s critique of representational rituals and languages of the American art institution.
Feminism has expanded definitions of ‘practice’ beyond, say,
classical notions of studio activity, engaging one — beyond
the body — with art-institutional protocols or with corresponding social rituals and scenarios. Speaking from a critical
position of marginality, in a sense, came to result in a strong
analytical capacity — an embodied critical power.
cy

Actually, feminism had a very strong influence on me:
in terms of how to see things, to examine artistic dialogue,
personal conversations, or the details of everyday life
in relation to my practice. But Hong Kong is so strange.
I cannot think of an artist or writer here who would actively
claim herself to be a feminist.

ec		 I’m not sure. Feminism was quite a strong topic in Hong
Kong maybe 10 or 20 years ago, but has been less prominent
in critical dialogues of the recent past.
cy

There isn’t currently any solid data available concerning
cultural production in Hong Kong. The gender perspective
is virtually absent.
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ec		 The notion of feminism as an artistic strategy is quite
unknown here, even though, socially, there has been a huge
feminist movement. I’m thinking of one of the earliest
representatives of it in Hong Kong in the 1970s, Dr Ellen Li 2.
She is one of the members of the council, and a key advocate of fair marriage rights and the one-man / one-woman
system, among others. Actually, polygamy was legal in Hong
Kong until 1971 !
cyc As for the feminist voice in artistic practice, there were individual artists and a few academicians working on it in
the 1980s and 1990s. Dr. Eva Man, for example, who’s on the
1a space board, has been devoted to the study of feminism
since the 1990s. However, the general approach was more
in line with academic interests than political activism, oriented towards research and theoretical studies mainly within
universities. There was awareness among a few women
artists, yet as a movement in the visual arts, feminism wasn’t
especially strong. But at least it was actually on the agenda
then, as opposed to today.
dk 		 One way to test if feminism is effective is to look beyond
female artists who, naturally, are being identified with representing feminism, which is a problematic essentialist
perspective, right ? If you want to know if feminism is having
an impact on the cultural domain, then it has to be evaluated
from the practice-perspective of an artist who doesn’t set
out to align him- or herself with it. ‘Feminism’ would then
mean a strategy sensitive to the cultural and societal dynamics
of inclusion-exclusion, and to the limits set by institutional
protocols, or to the level of transparency within artistic
processes.

2 — Dr Ellen Li is a prominent public figure in Hong Kong, being the
first Chinese woman to be appointed to the Urban Council ( 1964 ).
Years spent fighting an uphill battle for women’s rights and equal pay
culminated in the passage of revised marriage laws in the Legislative
Council in 1971. This helped to put an end to many of the injustices
endured by women under the laws of the Qing dynasty.

Enoch Cheung, Choi Yan Chi and Cally Yu

cyc I was associated with the feminist movement in the United
States, in the mid-1970s. I was a young female student at
a time when Lucy Lippard, Judy Chicago, and Miriam Schapiro
were bringing attention to feminist issues. It was during
the The CalArts Womanhouse project of 1971-72. Miriam
Schapiro, then a visiting artist, came to my studio. But I was
not interested in being labelled as an Asian woman representing a suppressed form of feminism. Back in the 1970s
there were not too many Chinese in Chicago. I tried to
stay on my track and avoid being stereotyped. I also think
that the West’s understanding of other cultures, specifically
China, was then only just beginning. At the time, during
Chinese student gatherings at weekends, we tended to have
very heated group arguments about Chairman Mao and the
Cultural Revolution. One should go back to join the Cultural
Revolution ! ( Laughter ) It was doubtlessly an interesting
time. Then, you know, I did try to examine my position as an
Asian woman, how the experience of being a woman from
Hong Kong might compare with being a woman from Taiwan,
for example. I couldn’t say much then about the experience
of a woman from Mainland China, or even the experiences
of women from Japan. Having been brought up in Hong Kong
as a cultural practitioner, I did not strongly identify with
feminism. Of course, there were unfair treatments of women
during my time. But in Taiwan, Japan and Korea they were
more severe. Social inequality between men and women was
internalised. Comparatively speaking, women in Hong Kong
had a better social position. For me, there were other
pressing cultural issues to be addressed.
dk

I recently met a Hong Kong-born artist, Wong Wai Yim, who
created a project in Occupy Central, underneath the HSBC
tower in Hong Kong, which involved putting up a tent and
inviting people through Facebook to come and share their
“happiest sexual experience”. A lot of local people showed
up. She would begin at 7pm or 8pm and around midnight
people were still waiting in line to share their stories.

cy		 Such a controversial thing, but we’ve not even heard about it.
( Laughter )
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dk

She put up tents and had people come in, one by one.
Cameras were set up to film the scene inside from multiple
angles. Another person was also present in the tent, to
type the story as told, which could then be read as subtitles,
with no sound, on the outside of the tent. The artist said
she undertook the project because she felt there was no way
to express this kind of sensual, erotic freedom in the public
sphere, despite a concurrent media obsession with sexual
violence on an almost daily level. Psycho-socially speaking,
I think she’s interested in this kind of tension.

cyc I think that had to do with the invisible influence of British
colonial power.
ec

Yes, more, or less.

cyc Yes, it may have to do with the relationship between the
complexities of British colonialism and a very conservative,
male-dominated Chinese culture. How so ? To come back
to what I said before, I think Hong Kong women enjoyed
a more liberated position compared with other Asian regions.
In the late 1980s and 1990s there were good examples of
very successful and powerful women, politically speaking.
For example, Lilian Tang, who was well educated and highly
influential within the British commerce circle — and who
was also knighted.
cy

Ah, knighted !

cyc Yes, knighted by the British. Later on there was Anson Chan,
chief of civil servants, and now it’s Carrie Lam. That’s
why I say the British ruled Hong Kong in a clever way. They
knew how to play power games. Liberation and equality were
introduced in a selective way. Cultural suppression was
actually embedded in the system. In one sense the British
introduced us to equal education, but they also knew how
to divert the cultural consciousness in an underhand manner.
They preserved the most conservative ‘traditional’ Chinese
values, such as polygamy. This is why, in Hong Kong,
there are still these absurd examples of marriage, people like
Stanley Ho Hung Sun and a few others, who can openly
show off four wives. The British also upheld another absurd
Enoch Cheung, Choi Yan Chi and Cally Yu
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traditional value in the New Territories, where only male
citizens could legitimately inherit land and property.
That’s why certain aspects of Hong Kong culture could be
said to be more out-dated than those of China.
dk

So they were essentially looking for a way to ‘pacify’…

cyc Yes. Hong Kong culture doesn’t have full liberties. That’s why
social culture and values in Hong Kong appear a bit twisted
if you study them in depth. The British implemented equal
education, equal employment, but severely restricted cultural
and historical studies, especially back in the 1960s, and
even up until the 1980s. Only ancient and pre-modern history
was implemented in the school syllabus. In general, Hong
Kong students have little knowledge of, say, modern Chinese
history; and a similar syllabus was applied to art and
literature studies. In short, the British were happy to conserve
traditional Chinese values of the conservative type. As
a result, Hong Kong under British rule didn’t become fully
modernised in the Western sense.
ec

The situation in culture and in the arts appears pretty
 onfusing to me, because we as Hong Kong practitioners are
c
now seeing many more different forms of art. At the same
time, the status of art here is problematic: we’re adapting
our local system to that of the international art scene. We know
more, we explore more, about traditional craftsmanship for
example, and try to maintain or protect the tradition. At the
same time, we’re not well trained in how to create spectatorship, to make our work and its context comprehensible.
The public still has a very traditional perception of our culture
and artistic means.

cyc I think there has always a difference between advanced
artistic strategies and the wider audience. It’s a really
big gap.
cy

Big gaps exist in a lot of ways. We’ve already had a period,
around 30 or 40 years, of liberal-type thinking in art
production. But as cultural producers, we realise we are
the minority. This is not a case limited to the visual arts.
Just take literature.
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cyc I believe one big issue is that the Hong Kong populace has
been purposely prevented from engaging with arts and
cultural education.
dk

Purposely ?

cyc Well yes, the British government previously occupied this
area and secured it as their place. They purposely deprived
Hong Kong people from good cultural education in order
to instil political ‘stability’. In all colonial governing, cultural
policy is the most sensitive issue. The British were skilled
in resisting or preventing a ‘free-spirit’ approach, so as
to hinder real liberation. I have experienced examples of
very strict control since the 1960s.
dk

Can you share one story ?

cyc Well, there are many, one of mine was in the early 1980s.
Danny Yung, founder of Zuni3, invited me to take part as a
visual artist in a performance entitled Long March. It was just
an experimental performance with a rather ‘abstract’ script,
but we were prevented from carrying it out because the
title referred to a certain aspect of modern Chinese history,
and the authorities censored it. Pragmatism was the agenda
behind the British educational system, which dominated
universities for a very long time. Higher education in Hong
Kong is the place where the British successfully trained and
recruited civil servants for jobs in commerce and other
expert areas. The effects of government control, or distorted
policy, were far-reaching and long standing. Even up to the
1990s, or prior to the opening of the Academy of Visual Arts
in Baptist University, there were only 20 places offered

3 — Hong Kong’s pioneer experimental theatre troupe, Zuni Icosahedron,
has been producing alternative theatre and multimedia productions
since its formation in 1982. It’s also been active in video, sound
experimentation and installation arts, as well as in the areas of arts
education, arts policy research and international cultural exchange.
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each year to the studies of ‘fine art’ in Chinese Universities,
while hundreds of places were offered to design students.
Design education started with full support and with many
more resources.
dk

You’re talking about a strategic situation ?

cyc Yes, a distorted policy with neglect of cultural education,
which existed for a very long time. When I was young,
the professional choices were basically to become a lawyer,
doctor, architect, accountant, etc. Currently, it would be
finance and investment. With hindsight of 20 or 30 years you
can understand these mechanisms, and how they extend
across the arts. Art and cultural education connotes something rather ‘backward’ for the general public as well as for
the middle classes. When I helped start the Academy of
Visual Arts here in Hong Kong, I had to present the proposal
in many meetings. It was usual for senior executives to have
little knowledge of what contemporary art was all about.
dk

So, what is the position of our modest project within this
long and winding “tradition of suppression” ? ( Laughter )
Will it make any difference ?

cy		 I think don’t we have to worry. And Hong Kong’s problem
may also apply in other places.
dk

True, even in the West certain non-mainstream, risk-taking,
research-based initiatives, which are not entertainment-
oriented, often are under-funded. But, let me ask again,
what are we bringing to the table ?

ec		 I think it’s the right time to do this project. Comparing it with
the other contexts, which were available for me during
studies or residencies in London or the Netherlands, I found
similar approaches to ours within the younger generation.
At the same time, many younger European artists are
curious about Asia. Within the Asian region, artists are trying
to expand their experiences, and it’s not just happening in
Hong Kong, but also in Taiwan, or Seoul and Tokyo. There’s
now a growing interest in the Hong Kong art scene. Is it good
or bad ? I’m not going to critique it, because I try to look at
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it in a positive way. But our project is interesting because of
the professional artists involved. Still, I agree, there is a lack
of people interested in creating ‘risky’ projects, as opposed
to those who are all too aware of the professional requirements — be they gallerists, curators or artists. Local cultural
practitioners learn from abroad, and then simply apply
or transfer the knowledge 1:1. It’s limited to professionalism.
At the same time, what’s the value of independent cultural
sites such as Cattle Depot Artist Village here in To Kwa Wan ?
We don’t have many other platforms of this kind.
lj

Where else did this kind of experimentalism exist
in Hong Kong ?

ec		 There’s no Hong Kong Brick Lane. There aren’t many people
in Hong Kong who do something alternative, and who
are actually devoted to exploring the field of possible experiences in the arts.
cyc A research professor from the US interviewed me once, and
she was surprised that we as organizers, founders, members
and board of this small and funky organisation, 1a space
here in Cattle Depot, are all holding posts in institutions.
And, on top of this engagement, we are committed to supporting 1a space, in terms of programming alternative
and sometimes subversive projects. She said: “How come
you people are all wearing different hats ? !”
cy		 Yes, this is very Hong Kong. You have to play different roles
at the same time. It’s frustrating, and I feel quite sad for
people in Hong Kong, because we have no art support, no
foundations and no resources. So we always have to rely on
‘win-win’ situations; we play within the limits of other people’s resources, and maybe an interesting result will emerge.
It works somehow, but it’s quite sad at the same time. Not
only aesthetically, but also economically. It’s hard to find the
ways and means to focus on one thing, wholeheartedly.
ec

There’s a rather huge dependency.

cy		 For the sake of survival, as a writer you have to carve out a
‘career’ in the media, to ‘make a name’ through writing
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 olumns. But actually I don’t like that kind of writing. It’s
c
always short, quick, and necessarily based on ‘issues’. This
kind of writing has to be very spicy, very witty, and full of
catchy words. Even though it eats into your time and energy,
as a writer you have to cater to the requirements of media.
And only afterwards can you then do your own work. So
much for ‘artistic practice’ ! ( Laughter ) I take it as a good sign
that even institutionally successful people like Yiu Fai Chow,
Kingsley Ng, Lam Tum Pang, or Tozer Pak are willing to
join us.
dk

Can we talk a little bit about the references you all — Yan Chi,
Enoch, Cally — have made to Chicago, New York, to the
Netherlands or London, sites where you undertook studies
or spent time in residencies ?

cy		 You mean our relationship to the ‘international’, yes ?
( Laughter )
dk

It’s more that I’m interested how artists create their own
artistic ‘geography’. Of course we’ll now all work together in
Hong Kong. And, as we said from the beginning, our project
must be mindful of cultural specificity; not in a regional,
conservative sense, but in a kind of idiosyncratically ‘cosmopolitan’ sense. By that I mean how artists create, at least in
passing, their own cultural patchwork, nourished from
various, non-geographically-bound sources. So what’s the
situation in this respect ?

cyc You mean in Hong Kong ?
cy
dk

I think art is becoming quite institutionalized, isn’t it ?

I’m not so sure. It might be culturally short-sighted if Hong
Kong were to just become a kind of interface for global
capitalism that projects itself onto the surface of a general
‘creativity’ inclined towards entertainment or populism.
cy

Hong Kong’s always been an entry port. It’s the same importexport mechanism we’re familiar with. We act like a window
for others, like a window or layer for China, possibly, and also
for other Chinese people. We are essentially always serving
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other people’s needs and acting as servants of the system.
But we are not really talking about ourselves in the sense
of being artists.
cyc What I would like to say is that at least our project will keep
going for some time. If we then can produce something firm
and solid, it will have already become a very special example. Actually, even at this stage, we are already becoming an
example, given the fact that we kept Cattle Depot running,
even though people said to us, “Oh, why don’t you just move
to other places ? Nobody comes here anymore”.
dk

Cally, you used the word ‘sadness’ on various occasions
in relation to the cultural situation. What does it mean
here ? Is it sadness in terms of how Mainland China treats
Hong Kong as both platform and window ?

cyc China believes this to be of mutual benefit.
dk

How so ?

cyc Hong Kong is small. Do we have a choice ? We’ve always been
afraid of being sucked up by larger powers. So what is the
remedy ? As for our project, I think this is an unusual partnership. I am quite certain we could use something concrete,
solid, and meaningful, under the condition that it actually
evolves over time. People will start to see and understand it.
But we should maybe be aware of the fact that though our
voice is not always succinct, we’re trying to create something meaningful. In situations like this, one should not forget
that people have differing notions of what is meaningful
and what success is.
cy

When thinking about success, people might not auto
matically associate it with our project. First and foremost,
we seem to be doing something culturally relevant.

dk		 This is a good distinction. Success and cultural meaning
fulness are not the same things, right ? If larger institutions in
Hong Kong now programme Picasso etc., to me, it seems
they are trying to programme ‘success’, not cultural meaningfulness.
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cyc Exactly. Thank you. ( Laughter )
dk		 I don’t know if I want to burden our project with this task of
bridging success and cultural meaningfulness. I guess
we have to stay cool about it and continue trusting the artists
and writers. Without this trust nothing will happen, that’s
for sure. And, additionally, remain playful, maybe even a bit
provocative. You know, just like, “Oh, I didn’t know I was
sexy”. You know what I mean ? Playfulness is important.
cy

Very important.

ec		 I’m afraid art in Hong Kong is actually too serious. Most
people are counting the number of visitors. Rather than
talking about ideas expressed in a review, or something like
that, they’re talking about how many people attended the
show. OK, that’s the rule of the game. But how, then, can we
create those sexy things together with serious content ?
dk

Things evolve over time. We’ll start by creating a bridge
between artistic practice on the one side, and cultural issues
including theory and discourse on the other. The opening
exhibition I Think It Rains is concentrated on artistic practice.
As I mentioned earlier, the first instalment will focus
on how the artists and writers want to realize and hopefully
contextualize and expand their practices. But again, yes,
success and cultural meaningfulness are not identical.

cyc But it will mean the same thing eventually, won’t it ?
lj

Can you explain ?

cyc Time. I mean if you talk about success, there are different
ways to measure it. One way is to think of it as the production
of attention, well, for a lot of people. The other is related
to its evolution in time: often, when you have done something
meaningful, it can take time for people to feel it, to understand it. That’s why a three-year period was set out for our
project.
dk

The concept of meaningfulness, and its spontaneous
 reation, brings to mind a conversation I had with Pakistani
c
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artist Bani Abidi — who was represented at last year’s
Documenta 13 and has worked with us at Burger Collection —
as a counter-example for art professionalization and the
evermore institutionalised forms of presenting art. She told
me about a project she was working on, a kind of truly
popular cultural event, and how all of a sudden people had
come together actually creating it spontaneously. It sounded
like a grass-roots way of doing things, which evolved into
a festival. It was not pre-planned as an event.
cyc It’s when you do the right thing at the right time.
dk

Perhaps. I mean it’s probably more complex. Culture seems
full of suppressed feelings and of desires only half-expressed, full of this kind of latent ‘activity’. Maybe art can
offer an outlet for this energy. It might seem uneventful
or under control at first, but then a little hole in the tissue
appears and all the energy comes out — the steam of
latent feelings and desires.

cyc As we’re speaking, there are many new galleries opening in
Hong Kong, and this activity will increase as we approach the
art fair in May. Gallerists will exhibit artists from various
countries, while at the same time trying to find young artists
in Hong Kong. That’s not the proper way to go about building
a project. They’ll showcase younger artists, those who can
do ‘something unusual’, or whatever, to get attention and to
create a ‘spark’. A lot of people will be drawn in that direction,
which is fine. But in terms of our long-term collaboration,
what do we have and what are we aiming for ? We have been
able to gather committed artists with good and positive
energy. So now I am thinking how this project is about more
than just the production of attention or about promotion.
It also involves processes that help generate discussions
around art and culture — at a deeper, rather than simply
surface level.
dk

OK, let’s talk about how meaningfulness is created. Cally, you
for example, have set up a participatory project for I Think
It Rains, which involves senior citizens in the immediate
vicinity of Cattle Depot. Your project appears rooted within
the social sphere.
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cy		 I think meaningfulness cannot be pre-determined. Somehow,
you cannot calculate ‘meaning’. You just do it, and then let
something happen. It’s like putting a seed in the soil and
letting it flower. In my project, I would like to address the fact
there are so many elderly in Hong Kong — the aging popu
lation — who are not properly acknowledged in terms of their
sensitivity, their feelings, their memories. When talking about
history, I think we rarely include the elderly perspective.
But to become meaningful, you might want to address certain
boundaries. To create something meaningful, for me, means
to hurdle the boundary. Beyond categories and labels,
there are so many richer things. As a writer, I have a constant
internal conflict, because language solidifies meaning, or
makes it dependent upon words. I want to open up the process of writing, to allow for different takes on the content, to
re-adjust the boundaries. As a writer, you can be conflicted
about many things. You want to use words to anchor a sense
of what is meant while, at the same time, offer interpretive
possibilities. You have to make it imaginative, poetic and also
discursive. But Chinese literature is somehow quite rigid.
You have to open it, to bring something new, to project something different onto the norms. Actually, I feel this is quite
‘feminist’ in terms of readjusting our uses of language.
dk

Enoch, what do you think about cultural meaningfulness,
particularly in terms of what lies beyond ‘professional
know-how’ ? You have been critical of new kinds of professionalism in the arts designed to teach us to ‘efficiently’
administer artistic productivity, among other things.

ec		 In terms of our project, I am interested in the combination of
various artists. Given this situation, I like, in terms of my
own contribution, to begin by trying to see things from other
artists’ points of view, and not simply continue to work in
the usual way. The works of other artists often influence me.
Actually, I believe there are common visual languages shared
by works of art that are easy for the local audience to
understand; at least, everyone can understand it on some
level. I think it’s good to see different kinds of artists coming
together. Some of them may not produce what might be
called ‘high art’, but something more…
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cy

Sophisticated ?

ec		 Complicated.
dk

Bizarre ?

ec		 I think we’ll generate something meaningful because of the
context of the Cattle Depot in To Kwa Wan. The cultural
meaning of this site in terms of its specificity in the social
surrounding and the historical architecture are helpful in
this respect. I conceived my contribution in direct response
to it. I hope writers will also write something peculiar, as in
Cally’s case, where she will script a performance in collaboration with the elderly citizens. This kind of engagement
will generate something meaningful. Overall, the collaborative
element of the project — the inclusion of participants from
diverse backgrounds — might develop over time and possibly
snowball into other participatory forms. The long-term
question, perhaps, is how to maintain an experimental
approach, despite inevitable changes and shifts.
dk

I guess any collaborative approach — with its mix of many
informal, and some more formal gatherings, modes of correspondence and exchange between the contributors, and its
pursuit of cultural meaningfulness — is a way to discuss
and create the precise parameters for a productive context
of work. We have opted to focus on artistic practice in
the first year. This means remaining sensitive to the demands
of the contributors, to allow them to research and explore
new possibilities for their work. I guess the exhibition structure, with its combination of diverse elements, in some
way echoes this sentiment. For it will include works by the
contributors, but also the previously mentioned artist shelves
containing various materials — sketches and related ephemera,
or the residual parts and processes of existing works — and,
last but not least, the performance day, which will allow
the contributors, at least those interested in this format, to
explore the real-time dimension of their practice.

ec		 Indeed. I think the way artists and writers plan their practices
is very important; the way they orchestrate their own
creative ecology. I mean this in terms of how the respective
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practices are structured, but also how they are located within
daily life. Incidentally, this makes me think of Japanese
writer Haruki Murakami, whose creative routine incorporates
a regular running schedule. His book What I Talk About
When I Talk About Running is very impressive. It shows you
how to find yourself through the development of a regular
practice, and how to see the world differently.
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Paul Winstanley
Art School
An archive of 264 photographs,
2011/12

Credits
Paul Winstanley, 7 images
selected from Art School,
an archive of 264
photographs, 2011 / 12.
Photography by Paul
Winstanley

The photographs seen here are a small selection from
a photographic journey that has led British artist
Paul Winstanley across the length and breadth of the
UK in pursuit of “the institutional idea of art school”.
Winstanley, a painter known for using and manipulating
photography for his pictorial allegories about the
failures of Modernism, initially thought of the process
as the start of a painting project, having always re
garded himself as a “poor photographer”. He has
since, however, come to realize their inherent significance as documentary images and they will — as
a series of vignettes — shortly result in an artist book.
Devoid of people, the seemingly neutral spaces
are recurrently shot to focus the viewer’s attention
on a wall or a surface parallel to the picture plane.
The consistently wide aperture produces a shallow
field of vision. Winstanley says, “there is a sort of
commonality to all these places and yet each one is
distinguished by its own particularity. The cumulative
effect, if you like, is to be able to demonstrate an
idea of art school, what it is, this space in which
creativity occurs”. The project comes at a significant
point in recent history, in which those very schools
— highly regarded places of learning and creativity — are
transformed into production sites of the so-called
‘creative industries’. This paradigm shift has garnered
surprisingly little public attention, but is starkly felt in
the schools themselves and has sparked much conflict
and debate in the wider sphere of arts education.
Paul Winstanley
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The images do not represent such turmoil, rather a
manifestation of the emptiness that ensues after row,
a vacuum state. Winstanley is of course implicated
in the politics behind the image and that of its making.
His characteristically detached mode of framing a
scene, however, leaves room enough for us to interpret
the ‘inside’ view of these spaces — punctuated by the
traces, remnants, and residues of halted activities.
( Daniel Kurjaković )

Quotes taken from a conversation with the artist in
London in February 2012. The full transcript will
be published on quadrilogy.org later in autumn 2013.
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Vittorio Santoro
Dropping a Large Sheet of Glass
from Shoulder Height, 2012
HD video transferred to
Blu-Ray Disc, b / w
sound ( stereo ), 16' 14"

Credits
A filmic work by
Vittorio Santoro
HD video transferred to
Blu-Ray Disc, b / w
sound ( stereo ), 16’14’’
Filmed on location in Paris
on 24 / 25 / 26 August, 2012
Director of photography
Adrian Tavernaro
Players
Man 1 ( Marco Blessano ),
Man 2 ( Gennarino
Romano ), Woman waving
and speaking ( Linda
Jensen ), Young man
building a house of cards
( Adrian McGrath ), Young
woman on bench
( Théodora Domenech ),
Poète public ( Antoine
Bérard )
Assistant camera
Roni Ulmann
Assistant directors
Hannah Harper and
Valentin Bouhelier

Dropping a Large Sheet of Glass from Shoulder Height
is the most recent filmic work of Vittorio Santoro. As
a way to disclose some of the layers behind the making
of the film, this display incorporates an array of
documents that led to its production. It includes stills
and extracts from the script; drawings detailing
the movements of the camera and positioning of the
actors and props; pages from the artist’s note- and
sketch books; a call sheet — a form that offers a complete
account of the filming schedule and the personnel
and equipment required for shooting on any given
day — and quotes taken from a conversation with the
artist. During the film, the viewer follows the routes of
two different men through Paris. These two undefined
characters traverse the city in a seemingly disjointed
manner, one coming from the East and the other
from the West. The locations they pass do not fit with
stereotypical representations of the French capital.
The sites delineating the route of this “alternative
geography” are associated with the lives of artists who
have may have worked or resided there; the factual
specificities of which are purposely kept a mystery.
A number of separate sequences assimilated within
the stream and structure of the film offer some art-
historical references for the viewer — restaged moments
that evoke, for example, the painting Boy Building a
House of Cards ( 1735 ) by Jean-Baptiste Siméon
Chardin. Conversely, the overall fluidity, occasionally
underscored with specific pieces by Jazz musician
Vittorio Santoro
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Thelonious Monk, or by the young film composer
Flavio Motalla, gets the viewer in a state of suspense
as they follow the progression of the two figures
through the streets. Even if the two men eventually
seem to meet, the film — formally reminiscent of experimental modernist movies of the first half of the
20th century — leaves the question hanging whether their
meeting is a chance encounter or a predetermined
rendezvous. Positioned at a table, they might be actors
turning the photograph Les Buveurs ( 1929 / 1930 ) by
Surrealist artist Paul Nougé into a real-time activity.
An audible ring tone signals the end of the film before
it loops back and appears to begin again. The viewer
is left without narrative closure. ( Hannah Harper )
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Edition, Sound design,
Grading
Adrian Tavernaro
and Vittorio Santoro
Original music by
Flavio Motalla
Additional music
“chordially” ( 1971 ) by
Thelonious Monk, used
by kind permission of
D.A. Music and Alan
Bates of Candid
Productions, London
Thanks
Phillipe-Alain Michaud
and Jonathan Pouthier
( Centre Pompidou,
Paris ), Frédérique de
Goldschmidt, JacquesHenri Rochereuil,
Jérôme Poggi and Simon
Poulain ( Galerie Jérôme
Poggi, Paris ), Bruno
Ribeyron-Montmartin,
Patrick Lafièvre,
Piergiorgio Pepe and
Iordanis Kerenidis,
Vadim Grigorian,
Gabriel Katzenstein and
Daniel Kurjaković

Vittorio Santoro

on the beginning

in the end you just have the feeling
that these two men, one walking
from the eastern part of Paris and
the other from the western part will
find themselves converging in the
center of Paris. i needed a location
to where they had to move to and
i made some location choices…
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on the sound

on the music
the musical soundtrack features one of
the last recordings of thelonious monk.
the particular track is a pure merging of
chords. it doesn’t emphasize a particular scene, but echoes the overall visual
structure… how can we come to accept
the filmic narrative through fragments,
that appear disparate on one hand and
coherent on the other ? to me, the
occasional discordance evokes the act
of looking at a broken mirror. for the
second part of the soundtrack i asked
young film composer flavio motalla
to conceive a short piece in three fragments. each fragment is an entity on
its own, but also relates to the previous:
variation and progress. we used this
piece for the “boy building a house of
cards”-scene, the turning point.

how much do i participate in the environment that is around me ? i think that
is something people ask themselves
consciously or unconsciously; and
i wanted to enhance this through the
partial omission of sound…
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on rapture / absorption
generally speaking art, maybe, is primarily the construction of a moment of
rapture… it is about this specific moment
when you are spellbound by things
or a situation, that might not make
sense — but you are rapt. in our society
it is hard to find those moments, and
when it happens it is bliss.

Vittorio Santoro
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on false
expectations

as opposed to what
viewers might expect,
i put the important part
in the middle of the
movie, that i like to call
the ‘turning point’…
once you start to be
involved in the narrative,
you are left alone…
the film might refer to
itself… but it can also
refer to a certain urge to
‘look’ for a narrative...
the film develops very
fluidly, but in terms of
visual network it is very
dense, I like this kind
of contrast…
you have to put the
elements on the
dissecting table of your
mind; the film provides
you with information; you
need to do something
with it…

Vittorio Santoro

on the idea
in every work there is a message,
and you just have to find a
machine to disentangle it…
does the meeting of the two
men happen by chance or is it
premeditated ? if there is a
message, this one could be the
one…
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on elimination
in the postproduction we cut a
lot of stuff because i thought
some clips where too long, they
became too visually pleasing,
too ‘cinematographic’, so we cut
them out, because i had the
feeling that a certain kind of
spareness would lead to
concentration… as well as the
use of the black and white would
help to amalgamate the various
scenes better and to support
the idea that holding your breath
is sometimes like starting to
hear voices inside your head…

Vittorio Santoro
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David Platzker
Hooking up — Ephemera as Critical Source

Specific Object, the recently closed “gallery, bookstore
and think-tank dedicated to art post 1960s”, as the
homepage says, was home to an extraordinary number
of artifacts that have influenced the history of Pop art,
Fluxus, Minimalism and Conceptual art. The curatorial
team of Burger Collection was invited into founder
David Platzker’s office in September 2012 to discuss
the many exhibitions he has curated, at Specific O
 bject
and other sites, and some of the intriguing materials
and facts associated with them. Here, the conversation
travels from Raymond Pettibon and punk, to the
prankish photo exchange between two acclaimed
( and, for a while, romantically engaged ) artists that,
indirectly, engendered the rise of October magazine;
the lesser-known function of 1970s porn magazines as
risqué yet conceptually intriguing sites for artistic
production, to the mishaps of Machiavellian collectors
past and present. Can ephemera play a role in un
covering the hidden nooks and crannies of art history ?
The devil, as they say, is in the details… ( Linda Jensen )

a — David Platzker in his
former office, Specific
Object, located on 601
West 26th Street, New
York. Photograph by
Alain Kantarjian, 2012.
© Alain Kantarjian

David Platzker
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b — The artifact filled
corridor of Specific Object.
Photograph by
Alain Kantarjian, 2012.
© Alain Kantarjian

c — Back issues of
Avalanche Magazine, the
avant-garde arts magazine
initiated by Willoughby
Sharp and Liza Béar in
1968. Photograph by Alain
Kantarjian, 2012. © Alain
Kantarjian
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d  —  Donald Judd
Telegram sent by Judd to
Peter Townsend, 1970
Telegram

Daniel Kurjaković ( dk )
		 The status of ephemera — transient printed matter produced
by artists of the 1960s and onwards — has changed.
When do you think the awareness of its critical and historical
significance began to consolidate ?
David Platzker ( dp )
Sometime in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Before then
it was often perceived as trash or decoration to pushpin to
a wall. But, that’s the beauty of it. It’s exciting for me
to go through boxes of things and discover what people
threw into a box and forgot about.
Clearly there were some artists that from the beginning,
from the 1960s, considered their ephemera as an important
component of an exhibition. More specifically, there were
artists who began to envisage the item as something that
was conceived by them, and not just simply a reproduction
of a work in a show or text on a card. I think those pieces
clearly stand out.
dk		 You’ve been involved with printed matter by artists for a long
time, how would you describe your focus in terms of what
you’re doing now ?
dp

I have a small gallery. I tend to do focused exhibitions that
describe a particular artwork, concept, or experiment.
I loved that when Kasper König became a professor at
the Städelschule Frankfurt, he said that if you’re a painter
or a sculptor or photographer, you’re given a studio space,
you get to use that studio space to practice as an artist
David Platzker

e — The End. An exhibition about Ifs, Ands,
Buts & Logical Conclusion, September 6  —
December 21, 2012, at Specific Object.
Photography by Alain Kantarjian, 2012.
© Alain Kantarjian

while you teach, and what he wanted was a studio
space where he could practice curating. Thus, he became
the founding director of Portikus in Frankfurt am Main.
That’s sort of the way I look at my gallery. It’s an environment where I can practice and play. I do things in there
that are largely for my own intellectual enrichment; it’s
not a source of income. I have a large inventory of books
related to art post-1960, which I sell to make a living.
dk		 It’s a goldmine !
dp

Specific Object has been about uncovering hidden truths.
There are these things that people have forgotten. Or a
mythology has been placed upon it that’s not necessarily an
accurate reading of their origins. I’m engaged in liberating
art from perceived layers of applied historic varnish.

dk		 Can you give us an example of such mythologizing ?
dp

I’m glad you asked ! ( Laughter ) In the summer of 2008, I
curated a show about the history of Raymond Pettibon. What
was interesting to me was that Pettibon didn’t start out
thinking of himself as a fine art artist; I imagine he thought of
himself as someone who was doing illustration for pleasure
and, if he was lucky, some pocket money. The period of
1978 to 1986 was his pre-history, a time when the illustrations he was doing became the iconography for the Southern
Californian punk band Black Flag, founded by Pettibon’s
brother, Greg Ginn.
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f — Raymond Pettibon
Black Flag, The Ramones, Minutemen, 1984
Ephemera, offset-printed, black ink
on green paper monochrome
21,5 × 14,5 cm
Handbill / flyer printed for 1984 performance
by Black Flag,
The Ramones, and Minutemen,
© Raymond Pettibon

Beginning in 1978, running up to 1986, Pettibon’s drawings became the band’s identity. The Black Flag four-bar
logo, most of the gig flyers — the announcements for the
band’s shows —, the album covers, posters, t-shirts, stickers,
skate decks were uniformly based on his artwork.
Beyond the work for the band, Pettibon also began
making artist books, or ‘zines that were being marketed
as merchandise by Black Flag’s record label, SST Records.
If you bought an SST album there was a loosely inserted
merchandise flyer and, for a few bucks, you could buy
his first series of signed and numbered, editioned prints, and
other items. All this was being done in the context of the
underground music scene in Southern California; all before
he had his first one-man show. What fascinated me, was
that people probably had some inkling in the music world
that Pettibon was an artist. But very few people in the art world
had the recognition that this material was art.
I was curious about what happens when you start thinking about the pre-history of someone who’s a very wellknown and collected artist today. I also liked that the mode
of flyer distribution meant that if you were living in Southern
California in the late 1970s and early 1980s, as I was, you
would see them stapled to telephone poles around the city,
plastered up on walls, tacked to high-school lockers.
David Platzker

You’d buy the albums and inside the albums would be a flyer
where you could mail in $ 2 to $ 20 and in return you would
get these ‘zines, posters, t-shirts, stickers, skate decks.
Above all, for me, it was fascinating to see the evolution
of an artist within a strict chronology.
dk		 How do you feel about a process where, in the case of
ephemera, the material often appears in the public realm once
and then, in a sense, disappears, it’s distributed and
then dispersed. On the flip side, they can also be treated
as something special, archived into books for example,
and become somewhat monumentalized. Are you publishing
books on the material that you have ?
dp

In the case of Pettibon, I’ve been working on a book for
Foggy Notion Books, sort of a catalogue raisonné of
the printed matter.
Another good example would be the show at Specific
Object about the history of Lynda Benglis and Robert Morris
between 1972 and 1974, which culminated in Benglis’s
double-page spread in Artforum Magazine in 1974. The dildo
ad and the image of Morris in chains had both become
latched onto and mythologized in ways that are pretty perverse in my mind; that Morris’ image became an image
of gay identity, and Benglis’s an image of female eroticism
or female power. What I was curious about was their original
intention. Why did these things happen ? So I got in touch
with Benglis and I attempted to reconstruct the history
of how these things came to be, essentially to rip the many
layers of historic varnish off the iconography.
It turns out that in 1972 Benglis and Morris were
exchanging artworks. Benglis made a video about Morris and
gave it to him. Morris then re-edited it, into a video about
Benglis.
The two were engaged in a relationship and, in a sense,
were also competitors. Benglis wanted to see herself as
competing with, aping, Morris. So she started doing these
things to poke at him. One of the first was to have herself
photographed with a Porsche Spyder. According to Benglis,
Morris was fixated on James Dean, who died while driving
a Porsche Spyder. Morris was born on the same day as Dean
and Morris had a Spyder too. So this was Benglis referencing
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g — Various accumulated print
materials. Foreground: Issues
of Revolt Magazine, a New York
arts magazine initiated by artist
Scotto Mycklebust.
Photograph by Alain Kantarjian,
2012. © Alain Kantarjian

Morris who was referencing Dean. In the photo she has her
hair slicked back like a Chicano low-rider.
Benglis did the spread in Artforum as an advertisement
for a show at Paula Cooper. For her next show she had herself
photographed by Annie Leibovitz, with her pants down
by her ankles, referencing herself as Betty Grable, the movie
actress. All these on some level are parodies of Morris who
had for years been photographing himself, naked. So Benglis
was saying : “Okay, you can show yourself naked, well I’m
going to show myself naked too”.
Then Morris bit back, and for his show at Sonnabend
in the spring of 1974 produced the poster Labyrinths–Voice–
Blind Time [aka : Untitled, 1974 ( poster for Voice )]. It was
very much a response to Benglis. In large part because, at
this point, they were no longer involved, Morris was then
seeing Rosalind Krauss, the art historian. So Krauss took this
photograph of Morris, very much in a spirit of : “Right back
at you”.
Linda Jensen ( lj )
		 A visual battle !
dp

Morris then decided to up the ante. She responded by
buying a double-page spread in Artforum herself. It was not
connected to any article or to any exhibition, but was an
artist intervention into the magazine. It was on page four, you
opened up the magazine and couldn’t miss it.
David Platzker

dk		 Bang !
dp

Right, very ‘in your face’. Suddenly, Artforum started receiving
reams of letters. Benglis gave me access to her archives —
there were dozens and dozens of letters. Letters from
schools cancelling their subscriptions; letters from irate
people who were very offended by it, letters from artists and
feminists that were incredibly supportive, saying : “This is
about women’s liberation”.
Ultimately, four of the associate editors — including
Krauss and Annette Michelson — quit the magazine in protest
of the ad. They felt that Benglis was inserting herself into
the editorial content of the magazine, which was their territory.
They were deeply offended. Of course, for Krauss, it also
had this other thing going, it was confrontational, territorial.
So I took copies of the letters, and hung them on the
wall. One of them was the letter from Krauss and Michelson,
who came out within the minority of art professionals on
the opposing side of the history.
The dildo ad later becomes part of popular culture, an
ironic emblem of radical feminism. When Lucy Lippard’s
essay on feminism in emerging art appeared in Ms. Magazine,
Benglis became a centerpiece within the essay, alongside
Martha Wilson, Eleanor Antin, and Judy Chicago. Two years
passed and Krauss and Michelson, having left Artforum,
no longer had a vehicle for expressing their views on art
history. So, in 1976, they founded October magazine. What’s
interesting is that from the beginning October has been
almost devoid of any illustrations, or any artist’s projects, it’s
virtually entirely text. It’s also rigorously without humor.
It is exemplary on art history but also a slog to get through
many issues. This history of a simple ad is a very fascinating
evolution from one end to the other.

dk		 So, October came out of an erotic battle between two artists.
dp

Exactly. For the show at Susan Inglett, we presented the
videos, ephemera, posters, ads, commentary from the
period, and the letters in strict chronology along with a couple
of sculptures by Benglis and drawings by Morris that were
contemporary to the lifecycle of their face-off from
1972 to 1974.
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The review of the show in The New York Times upset
Krauss and Michelson who sent a letter to Artforum about it,
continuing to express the same frustrations they had 30-plus
years ago.
lj		 Did those responsible that allowed for the ad to appear in
the magazine receive any reprisals ? Did they have to
explain themselves ?
dp

It was really funny. The response to them by editor John
Coplans was : “Why don’t you just rip the pages out if you’re
so offended by it ?” Most copies of Artforum Magazine
from the 1970s now sell for around $45. The November 1974
issue goes for $750. So it’s really interesting to see how
these things transform because of time passing on.
I spend a lot of time talking to people, but when it
comes down to it the shows I have presented at Specific
Object have primarily been based upon things I own. I have
rarely borrowed anything. For a lot of the shows that I’ve
done, the artists I’ve worked with have come by and spent
a lot of time telling me their stories.

dk		 How do you go about recording or documenting all of that
oral history ?
dp

All of the exhibitions, with very few exceptions, have been
heavily researched. A prime example of this was about five
years ago with Dan Graham. I’ve known Graham for many
years. We used to go to the same post office and I’d see him
maybe twice a week standing in line waiting to get his mail.
Every time I’d see him I’d say “Dan, I want to do a show with
you,” and Graham would always say : “What do you want
to do ?” Eventually I came up with the idea of what I wanted
to do.
Graham actually started out as a gallerist. The gallery
lasted for one season and then went bankrupt. He then
had to move back to live with his parents in New Jersey.
On the trip back to New Jersey Graham was sitting on
the train trying to get a grasp on why everything had turned
bad. Graham, if you ever meet him, has a really wonderfully
weird mind, so he started obsessing over the fact that
none of the shows he had done had been reviewed. If none
David Platzker

h — Page illustrating Dan Graham’s
Detumescence work that first
appeared in the National Tatler
in 1966.
Photograph by Alain Kantarjian, 2012.
© Alain Kantarjian

of the shows had been reviewed then perhaps they never
existed ? If the shows didn’t exist then the art didn’t exist.
What was the point of making something if no-one saw
it or experienced it ? Graham thought this through and said
to himself : “Well, I’m going to become an artist. The way
I’m going to become an artist is I’m going to start making
projects for publication. I’m going to dispense with the whole
notion of making something physical myself. I’m going to
try to find an audience in places where I would never expect
to find them.” So Graham began placing personal ads in
pornography magazines. I suspect it was the cheapest means
of placing an ad as you were paying for it by the letter.
The tabloid porn magazines were a cultural nexus in 1968
and 1969.
One of Graham’s first projects for publication was a
piece called Detumescence. Detumescence is the male
experience of post-ejaculation : when the penis goes flaccid.
Graham wanted to hire a professional medical writer to
produce a medical description of what that male experience
was. He then planned to claim authorship of it, saying it
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i — Joey Epstein ( Cover design )
Screw: The Sex Review,
No. 180, August 14, 1972
Periodical, pictorial wrappers,
offset-printed, black-and-white
42 × 29 cm, 32 pp.
Edition size unknown
Unsigned and unnumbered

was a poem. Graham started by placing personal ads, and
they were pretty much all the same. Graham claimed
he did this in 1966 and 1969 and that they had appeared
in The National Tattler, Screw and New York Review of
Sex & Politics.
Going back to the exhibition idea, I said to Graham :
“In the back of every one of your exhibition catalogues,
there’s always a selected bibliography of your projects for
publication. Having worked in museums I know how
these things are put together. Someone takes a previously
published one and they might do a little bit of research.
They might find something new and they might add a few
new things, but it’s sort of like an oral history that gets
translated and handed down. It’s embellished and mistakes
are made.
“I want to do a show about all your projects for publication. I want to take every one of these bibliographies
I can find and actually go out and locate every one of the
magazines.” The show then became a collection of all these
periodicals in original form, not reproductions.
The art stuff was pretty easy; the process of going out
and finding any exhibition catalogue, an artist’s book or
periodical that already exists in the art world. But Graham
made my life really difficult by never documenting exactly
where Detumescence appeared. So I ended up having to buy
David Platzker

j — Glenn Miller ( Cover design )
Screw: The Sex Review, No. 639, June 1, 1981
Periodical, pictorial wrappers,
offset-printed, black-and-white
34 × 28 cm, 40 pp.
Edition size unknown
Unsigned and unnumbered
© Glenn Miller

boxes and boxes of pornography. I started buying hundreds
of copies of the tabloid newsprint porn from the late 1960s
and early ‘70s, trying to see if I could find them.
dk		 Just the advertising sections or the whole pornography
magazine ?
dp

The whole magazines. Not surprisingly you can’t call up a
vintage pornography dealer — if you can find one — and
say : “I’m looking for a personal ad”. Ultimately, I found the
ads he had placed. It turned out there were six of them.
I never found the 1966 ad Graham had always claimed existed. They were all from 1969. The show, as I anticipated it,
was about clarifying history by actually presenting the
physical, printed history and rewriting Graham’s biography.
So, for the last four years I have had boxes of pornography, stacked in a corner of my office gathering dust,
begging to be catalogued. The thing that fascinated me, as
I looked through all this vintage printed matter, particularly
the late-1960s and early-1970s editions, was the overwhelming fact of the content’s intersection with the art
world.
Screw, as previously mentioned, was one of the
most famous tabloid newspaper pornographic magazines
in New York. It was founded in November in 1968.
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Screw: The Sex Review, No. 206,
February 12, 1973
Periodical, pictorial wrappers,
offset-printed, black-and-white
42 × 29 cm, 32 pp.
Edition size unknown
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Kusama appeared in the centerfold section of many
issues between late-1968, up until 1972. She staged
orgies as fashion shows, orgies as political fundraisers,
orgies as happenings — all naked events. She took out
ads and attempted to make money from body painting — you
could get your body painted by Kusama. Andy Warhol
placed full-page ads in Screw for his movies, specifically,
Blue Movie ( originally called Fuck ), and for Lonesome
Cowboys. Carolee Schneemann also began appearing in
these magazines, primarily because she was doing all
this formative art in the nude. Claes Oldenburg, someone
you would never expect, was making extremely graphic
pornographic collages for these magazines.
Or John Chamberlain, the guy you always thought was
a minimalist sculptor, right ? No, he was taking naked pictures
of Ultra Violet. Brigid Berlin, who was a Warhol superstar,
was taking Polaroids. All these people were intersecting with
these magazines. It was extraordinary, looking at this and
seeing how much of these two worlds were really overlapping.
dk		 Who was the driving force behind Screw ?
dp

Al Goldstein founded Screw in 1968 and the periodical lasted
until 2002 before the internet finally destroyed it.

David Platzker

dk		 He was probably not from the arts ?
dp

No, not at all. He was only interested in trying to figure out
ways to make money. He realized that sleaze sold magazines.
Not just naked men and women, it was pansexual. Any
sort of sexual proclivity was part of Screw magazine. Certainly
there were spin-offs that were just gay or lesbian, Chicano
or Afro-American, but Screw was everything. You’d find things
in there for everybody or nobody. Then the other curious
thing was there were people writing for these periodicals such
as Gregory Battcock, the first writer to compile a history of
minimalism. So, over the summer of 2012 I did a show called
Screw You at the Susan Inglett Gallery.

dk		 So, after the show, the question is who didn’t do something
in Screw magazine ? ( Laughter )
dp

I’m fortunate enough to know many of the artists of the
1960s generation. When you have a conversation with them
about tabloid pornography they split into two very different
camps. You talk to Oldenburg, for example, and he will
say : “Well, it’s just part of my work. We were engaged in this
culture. The magazines were part of it, and so was everything
in the culture that was going on around me, so it’s natural
I would have contributed”. Lawrence Weiner would say very
much the same thing. Then you talk to someone like
Robert Barry and he’ll say : “Oh my God, I would have never
gone near that stuff; are you kidding ?” So you have these
polar-end opposites in the same generation, engaging with
the period of time in either a very conservative or extremely
liberal way.

dk		 Do you think it would have been possible to explore this
whole nexus of advanced art and pornography in an
institution like MoMA ?
dp

My natural assumption would have been “no”. I showed
some fairly hardcore pornography. There are a lot of naked
people doing what naked people do, though by today’s
standards, it’s fairly tame. I didn’t think you could get away
with that in an institution. But it was funny, Christophe Chérix
came to see the show and afterwards we were talking.
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I said : “This is not the sort of show you could do at MoMA”,
and he replied : “Well, you might be surprised”. So I don’t
know what the defining limits would be. It would be interesting to see how far one could push it.
		
I think MoMA, in particular, has become increasingly interesting as their boundaries have changed radically
over the past few years. I think there has been a attitude
shift in the museum because the whole notion of the departments has sort of dematerialized. For example, when you
see the permanent collection you’ll see there are unique
minimal and conceptual artworks, prints, as well as ephemeral
materials all shown within the same context. You don’t just
see painting and sculpture; you see other aspects of an
artist’s work, in unison. All mediums are legitimately unique
and artistically valuable even if they span the traditional
departments and are not necessarily all from one cloistered
segment of the institution. Things aren’t just being thrown
within their particular traditional positions, but being much
more broadly opened up.
dk		 I was wondering whether, there were connections to other
sites in the world beyond the area you’re investigating,
which is essentially American art history ?
dp

My area of expertise is the period from the 1960s to the 1990s.
For better or worse that’s largely dominated by an American
aesthetic. I did this really great show about the collectors
Peter and Irene Ludwig and Hans Haacke called Sammlung
Ludwig : Art of the Sixties & Hans Haacke : The Chocolate
Master. The Ludwigs were large-scale German collectors,
particularly of Pop art and 1960s art. They established
a number of museums, the primary one being the Ludwig
Museum in Cologne. The Ludwigs also published five
volumes documenting the collection between 1968 and 1972,
for which they hired the German artist Wolf Vostell as designer. Each contained everything in their collection up to the
point when the catalogue was published. So every volume
is essentially the same as the previous one, but with new
material added. So they kept getting bigger and bigger and
bigger. Vostell designed the catalogues so they focused
on the depth of each artist within the collection. For example,
Roy Lichtenstein’s section begins with photographs of the
David Platzker

Artist book of Hans Haacke documenting his work Der
Pralinenmeister [The Chocolate Master], consisting of seven
diptychs. The work exposes some of the dubious business
affairs of Peter Ludwig.
l — Der Pralinenmeister
[The Chocolate Master], 1981
Pictorial wrappers, offset-printed,
staple bound, monochrome
26.5 × 20.1 cm, 28 pp.
Edition size unknown
Unsigned and unnumbered
Uncredited book design by AA Bronson

artist printed on Mylar, then all the pieces in the collection
by him acknowledged. There are also pieces from Morris
Louis, Oldenburg, Gerhard Richter, Rosenquist, Warhol, etc.;
it’s really a ‘greatest hits’ of the period.
Ludwig may have been extremely rich at the time, but
it’s interesting to see that he was picking things that weren’t
necessarily obvious. Ludwig was buying Jo Baer, Daniel
Spoerri and Richard Tuttle, for example, and I wonder how
Tuttle ended up in this collection at such an early point in his
career. As a document of the 1960s, these books are amazing
objects. Peter Ludwig was a really controversial guy. He
made his money, primarily, because he became the chairman
of his father-in-law’s chocolate empire. He was buying up
smaller chocolate companies and amalgamating them,
and forcing lower wages upon his largely female migrant
workers. He was gaining bigger profits so he could buy more
chocolate companies, both in Eastern and Western Europe.
Later, he deposited his collection at what is now
the Ludwig Museum, Cologne. Ludwig maintained ownership
over the collection as a tax deduction and was able to name
the curators of the collection. It was really complex. Ultimately, he removed a Leonardo da Vinci codex that for many
years the city of Cologne thought they would retain ownership of, and sold it at a time when the chocolate empire was
in trouble.
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The fifth and final edition of the exhibition and
collection catalog of the Ludwig Collection.
Amongst the some 60 or more artists presented in
the catalog are: Josef Albers, Carl Andre, Joseph
Beuys, Peter Blake, John Chamberlain, Dan Flavin,
Lucio Fontana, Robert Graham, and
David Hockney.

m — Wolf Vostell ( Graphic designer )
Kunst der Sechziger Jahre, Sammlung Ludwig im
Wallraf-Richartz-Museum Köln, 5. verbesserte
Auflage / Art of the Sixties, 5th Revised Edition,
Catalogue raisonné, 1969–1971, Flexible illustrated
boards, offset-printed, screw bound, tipped in
image[s], black-and-white and color, 28 × 15 × 8 cm,
550 pp. Edition size unknown
Unsigned and unnumbered

Haacke made an artwork and an artist book about
Ludwig where he documented Ludwig’s acquisitions,
his manipulations of tax structures, and the exploitation of
his workers, his cultural maneuvering in Eastern Europe,
and how Ludwig gained favors with the authoritarian governments for his businesses there.
The show presented every page from the fifth edition
of the catalogue. We took two copies of this edition apart,
Mylared each page and presented it as wallpaper at Specific
Object. The Haacke component is just the artist’s book
on a bench for visitors to read within the context of the entire
Ludwig collection. At the same time, I realized that the tax
structures utilized by Ludwig are still being gerrymandered
today — and it’s happening worldwide.
dk		 Was it a happy coincidence, or were you geared towards that
kind of analogy ?
dp

It was, bluntly, stunning. I always wanted to do a show about
the Kunst der Sechziger Jahre, Sammlung Ludwig im
Wallraf-Richartz-Museum Köln, 5. verbesserte Auflage  /  Art
of the Sixties, 5th Revised Edition. It’s one of the greatest
David Platzker

design objects of the period, perhaps the greatest art catalog
ever, a testament to both Ludwig and Vostell. But showing
it wasn’t enough. It needed to be mashed up against Haacke’s
critique of the Ludwigs, so the fuller picture of the collection — the means of collecting and the era — could be reflected
upon. The exhibition literally fit into a carry-on suitcase.
So I took this suitcase to India a year ago and presented the
show in Mumbai at Susan Hapgood’s Mumbai Art Room.
What’s extraordinary is that the exact same situation is now
happening in India. The show then became part of their
context, in addition to being emblematic of the European and
American artistic, political and economic condition that’s
now omnipresent worldwide.
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Martha Colburn

a 		 There are several hunting
groups in the US.
One of them, called the
Freedom Hunters, organize
hunting and fishing trips for
military personnel and
wounded veterans,
accompanied by trained
dogs.
Aside from providing
recreation, these groups
help to de-condition negative
associations to weapons.

b		 A photograph of a fox
hunting scene.
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6 ) Source Material — Artist Contribution
Martha Colburn
Triumph of the Wild I & II,
2008 / 2009
16mm transferred to DVD,
color, sound, 10' 54''

Credits

Scanned materials from
Colburn’s sketchbooks.
© Martha Colburn
e,g — Photographs by
Martha Colburn.
All notes by the artist.

Martha Colburn’s multidisciplinary practice is hard
to pin down. Although best known for her animated
movies, Colburn is involved in filmmaking, poetry,
multimedia projects and music. Her numerous experimental music projects include being the drummer
in the band Dramatics, as well as creating hybrid filmand-musical performance projects. Earlier this year
she collaborated with the Rotterdam Philharmonic
orchestra on a re-working of Shostakovich’s Symphony No. 3 ( subtitled First of May ).
Colburn started working with film in the mid-1990s,
just before she graduated from college. The artist
explains that her use of 16mm film was heavily
influenced by a period spent rubbing shoulders with
an older film crowd in Baltimore. From then on Colburn
began making her own 16mm films out of found
footage, such as dated educational films, advertisements and pornography. The following images depict
some of the source material behind animated film
Triumph of the Wild ( 2008 ), which was made using a
stop-motion multiple-glass animation technique.
The artist placed magnets behind the paper limbs of
soldiers, the wings of butterflies, fox heads and
natural-world backdrops to create a frenzied panorama
of war-time conflict. The references here collectively
facilitate a difficult journey through recent history:
from the American Revolution to WWI and II via scenes
of Vietnam with its Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
victims and the Middle East in the grip of the War
on Terror.
Martha Colburn

6 ) Source Material — Artist Contribution
The viewer is led, at high-speed, eyelids peeled
back, through a ( necessarily ) uncompromising maze of
violent images. The color palette of her collages is
finely tuned to reflect nationalistic and cultural associations: the all-American red, white and blue, the
variable greens of jungle warfare and the gray and
earthy tones of No-man’s Land and the trenches.
As the viewer follows the frenzied forms of objects
shape-shifting to the nervy strains of classical music,
or the shouty staccato riffs of punk rock, a world
of hostility with a twisted sense of identity unravels.
While Colburn’s films appear to occupy their own
critical dimension, there is an unassumingly playful
quality to her making approach and they remain,
ultimately, accessible: “I guess I live in the headspace
of someone like Keith Haring, I think more of relating
to general people. Even my political films, they’re not
just made for art people.” ¹ ( Linda Jensen )

1 Quote taken from a conversation with the artist in her
New York studio in September 2012.

A Civil War-era doll.
A still from an article about
sexual victimization in the
US military. A depiction
of the American Revolution.
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Martha Colburn
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d 		 A scene I used partially in the film.
I sketch storyboards and discard
a lot of them.

e		 A still depicting a scene in
my 'storyboard' sketch.
What began in the script as
a dog and tank hunting one
another became, in the final
film, a dog that becomes
atank and fights a soldier.

Martha Colburn

A layout of birds and soldiers.
An New York Times article
published July, 1, 2008, about
abandoned Iraqi war veterans.

g 		 There are several hunting
groups in the US.
One of them, called the
Freedom Hunters, organize
hunting and fishing trips for
military personnel and
wounded veterans,
accompanied by trained
dogs.
Aside from providing
recreation, these groups
help to de-condition negative
associations to weapons.

h		 A mask made by a war
veteran.
Places such as the Walter
Reed National Military
Medical Center in Bethesda,
in Maryland, have workshops
for patients with
traumatic brain injuries.
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Martha Colburn
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i		 A color and perspective study for
Triumph of the Wild, exploring
various perspectives and different
depictions of war.
War re-enactments, painting and
documentary photography have
all been used to form our ideas of
war.

Lawrence Weiner
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7 ) Source Material — Artist Contribution

Lawrence Weiner
& THAT WAS
THE TROUBLE WITH ARISTOTLE…, 2010
radio piece, 14' 29"

a — Lawrence Weiner
& THAT WAS THE TROUBLE
WITH ARISTOTLE…
( SMALL ), 2010
Mixed media on paper, part
of a set of 4 score drawings
23,1 × 15,4 cm
© Lawrence Weiner

For a revolution to work, it must sound good. This could
be the condensed maxim of the radio piece & THAT
WAS THE TROUBLE WITH ARISTOTLE…, as the
following conversation with the artist shows. American
artist Lawrence Weiner realized this “pièce radiophonique” in Paris with a group of “players” — artists,
writers, and friends. The work was, for the most part,
recorded in the streets of Paris. In order to produce
this “melodic noise during a time” the artist walked the
streets ‘listening’ to the city, as it were, with the idea
of recording actual sounds from the urban landscape
and capturing something of its social flavors. The
process also included the creation of four drawings,
produced over a period of almost a year. They served
as scores for the performers who used them to
improvise dialogs about the question of “what to wear
where” in various male-male, male-female, female-
female groupings. The piece was complemented
by ‘incidental’ sound effects such as the footsteps of
a woman walking, a singing female voice or the eerily
recurring tune of a musical box. Since the 1970s,
Weiner has consistently returned to radio and on the
backdrop of free radio stations of the time. These
investigations can essentially be viewed as embedded
within the artist’s transversal practice — which includes
his installation works since the 1960s and ‘70s, but
also books, films, videos, performances, digital projects
and audio works. Weiner approaches the recording
of sound and its transmission over the airwaves
Lawrence Weiner

7 ) Source Material — Artist Contribution
as if manipulating tangible, physical materials. Vocal
sing-song, ambient noise, conversations, performative
oration, and his exploration of rhythm, pace and beat
collectively assume a sculptural quality in the edit.
& THAT WAS THE TROUBLE WITH ARISTOTLE... has
been described by the artist as an “audio road piece”,
a “mise-en-scène”, an “ambiance”, a “space that
allows one to be”. The work is concerned with creating
a “simultaneous reality, encompassing the listener
on the same level”. The antithesis of radio product
( created with pre-set parameters ), Weiner’s “informal
structure” appears improvisational by nature ; the
artist and company, ad-libbing, creating the audio
scenario as they go. The score-like drawings suggest
different genres and modalities of language. These
range from the verbal choreography of spoken word
and the sung segment, through to rhythmic mur
muring. While such diversity points to the co-existence
of difference within the human audio space, the work
seems open up a space beyond perceived representational codes, subverting straightforward notions
of sound art. Weiner’s speculative investigation into
sound takes one off the beaten track, to where latent
voices and emergent noises might be heard.
( Daniel Kurjaković )

Credits
Players:
Martine Aboucaya,
Sandra Doublet,
Florence de Tugny,
Alain Kantarjian,
Stéphanie Lefebvre,
Yves-Marie Rinquin,
Vittorio Santoro,
Damien Sausset,
Lawrence Weiner
Curated by
Daniel Kurjaković
Recording and Mixing:
Gilles Mardirossian, Eric
Boisset
The radio piece & THAT
WAS THE TROUBLE WITH
ARISTOTLE…, 2010 by
Lawrence Weiner has been
recorded and produced
during September 13  —  22,
2010 in the streets of Paris
and in the studios of Radio
France, Paris.
It was commissioned by
the Centre National des
Arts Plastiques ( CNAP ).
Recording and editing by
Atelier de Création
Radiophonique
( ACR ) / France Culture,
Radio France.
A coproduction of CNAP,
ACR, and Daniel
Kurjaković.
2010 © CNAP, ACR,
Lawrence Weiner,
Daniel Kurjaković
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Lawrence Weiner
and “players” in the
recording studio.
Photograph by Alain
Kantarjian, 2010.

Lawrence Weiner in
the recording studio.
Photograph by Alain
Kantarjian, 2010.

Lawrence Weiner ( lw )
[…] The trick is to be able to function at peace with yourself,
which I’m not. I’m in the position of being an artist who is
constantly upset or angry. But within the milieu that you’re in,
you try to change the milieu. Not to go away from the milieu
requires sustenance from the milieu for you to be allowed
to think. You are trying to set up a situation when you make
an exhibition that somebody coming in finds him- or herself
in the milieu and is able to think at that moment. It doesn’t
matter if there are 5000 people around. That was the concept
of & THAT WAS THE TROUBLE WITH ARISTOTLE… It is
that when you see a painting you never see a painting without
noise — unless you are deaf. If you are deaf, you don’t hear
noise and you see the painting without noise.
Lawrence Weiner
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b — Lawrence Weiner
Outline script for & THAT WAS THE
TROUBLE WITH ARISTOTLE…, 2010
Mixed media on paper, part of a set
of 4 score drawings, 101,5 × 81 cm
© Lawrence Weiner

Daniel Kurjaković ( dk )
		 There is this idea you talked about before, about ‘presence’
which would not be a presence excluding the other.
lw

There can’t be a presence excluding the other because the
only way for you to be able to relate that presence, and you
only exist when you relate the thing that you have done.
I was very romantic as a young person when I had to decide
whether I would be a political organizer or whether I would
be an artist. And it was a big decision for me.

dk		 How did this decision come about ?
lw

I stood still and realized that I had a facility for putting things
together. That’s why we can put a radio program together.
And I had a facility for being able to go into places that
people had problems with and for being able to sort of make
it function a little better. That was my thing: Everybody is
born with something that they can do towards something that
they are interested in. That was a political decision on my
part and I suffered over it for a couple of years. Now
I’m really quite glad that I made the decision to make art.

dk		 In different contexts you used the term ‘simultaneity’ to
express the non-exclusive presence.
lw

I believe in simultaneity, as opposed to parallel. When things
are parallel they can exist, they can co-exist. But, something
is always a reflection of something else. When they are
simultaneous they can have no relation to each other and
they can still exist simultaneously at the same point. It
is very simple, but in fact politically it is very heavy. Art can
be heavy.
Lawrence Weiner
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c — Lawrence Weiner
…MELODIC NOISE DURING A TIME &
WHAT TO WEAR WHERE…, 2010
Mixed media on paper, part of a set of
4 score drawings, 86,5 × 71,5 cm
© Lawrence Weiner

dk		 How would you separate it from chaos or anarchy ?
lw

There is no chaos. Anarchy is a something else. Anarchy is
amusing and it is an interesting idea. But you can only be
an anarchist if nobody else is an anarchist ( Laughter ). That’s
it. You don’t have to have a bourgeois ! As long as everyone
else isn’t an anarchist you can be an anarchist — hurray !
That’s totally in reaction to things.

dk		 Let’s look at the context of sound. We have talked about the
moment when this whole radio thing came up, and when
there was an excitement about it and a certain real understanding that this medium, radio, could be something that
one should engage with.
lw

Oh, it was something ! And it’s been lost in the States because now it all goes through the computer. It doesn’t work;
it’s not radio. Radio is something that you turn on and you
have to go through the dials and punch through to find something and never know what you’re going find. In our youth,
short wave radio was a dream when you were in a peripheral
situation. And poor people are always in a peripheral situation. The only thing that I learned from growing up in the
South Bronx was that poor people are always in a peripheral
situation. You don’t have access to everything. You have to
find it. You have to have a need to find it. […]

dk		 What kind of medium was radio ?
lw

Oh, it was a medium of dissent. It was a medium of everything. There were jazz programs; there was Jean Shepherd
doing programs and bringing people together, what you
would call a rave in Central Park. And people came to protest
Lawrence Weiner
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d — Lawrence Weiner
LES DÉTOURS DE L’ÉTÉ… NOW LET US
TALK OF CABBAGES & KINGS…, 2010
Mixed media on paper, part of a set of
4 score drawings, 101,5 × 81 cm
© Lawrence Weiner

something, and they flew little kites and things. Or it was
pitched physical battles with the powers that be. Radio was
something, but you also heard music. You couldn’t go to
every club, you couldn’t go down South, I did, but most people
couldn’t go down South and listen to what was happening — the inception of Rock’n’Roll. Rock’n’Roll was the
revolution. […] We’ve gone through attempts with what you
call punk, but it is still in fact Rock’n’Roll. It is still in fact
outside the “Mutti-Vati-Kultur” [ mommy-daddy-culture ]. It
changed completely. We haven’t come up with a music
that is different to dance to. The influx of Brazilian music,
that’s still Rock’n’Roll.
dk		 So what is radio apart from the space beyond the “Mutti-VatiKultur” ? Different information, different kinds of lifestyles ?
lw

Different rhythms ! Different rhythms are what we are speaking of. That is why I tried to keep our radio production as
cool as possible. So it’s not about: “We are going to change
the world, we are angry, we are this, and we are that”. It’s
really there, it’s in there, and somebody who has a need for it
will find it. But for somebody who has no need, that’s just
boring conversation-shit, just typical French radio where they
just talk all the time.

dk		 Despite all its decisiveness there’s ‘sweetness’ in the piece.
lw

There’s no sweetness in the piece.

dk		 But there is the musical box, the sweetness of the voices.
lw

The musical box is not sweet. It’s rather heavy.

Lawrence Weiner

dk		 Okay.
lw

The musical box is this person following you all the time.
It’s really a little bit sinister. But what you are saying of this
‘sweetness’ is that I’m attracted to people who have a
positive attitude towards trying to change the world. And that
comes across as sweet. Sandra [who ended up singing one
of the tunes in the radio program] is not a sweet person.
And yet the song, yes, it sounds sweet, but in fact it’s not
sweet. It’s not desperate, but it’s not sweet. That’s the
reason it was so wonderful, just that moment in time. To be
able to do something that came across as light, but most
things that have been revolutions came across as light. [ … ]
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Enoch Hong-Sang Cheung
Enoch Hong-Sang Cheung ( b.
1970 in Hong Kong ) is an artist
living and working in Hong
Kong. Cheung holds a BFA and
a MFA from the RMIT
University, Australia, a MFA in
Interactive Media and
Environment from the Frank
Mohr Institute,
Groningen / Netherlands, as
well as a MA from the Chelsea
College of Art and Design,
London. Recent solo
exhibitions include Secret
Dialogue: Half a Second, Asia
Art Archive, Hong Kong ( 2011 )
and Collective Memorabilia,
Too Art Gallery, Hong Kong
( 2007 ). Recent group
exhibitions were held amongst
others at the China Pingyao
International Photography
Festival, Pingyao, Shanxi, China
( 2011 ) and the Digifesta
Gwangju / South Korea ( 2010 ).

Yan Chi Choi
Yan Chi Choi ( b. 1949 in Hong
Kong ) is an artist living and
working in Hong Kong. Choi
has played an active role in
promoting contemporary arts
in Hong Kong since the 1980s.
She received her BA and MFA
from The School of the Art
Institute Chicago, USA, in 1976
and 1978. Her solo exhibitions
include An Extension into

Space at the Hong Kong Art
Centre, in 1985, as well as [Re-]
Fabrication, a retrospective at
the Para / Site Art Space, Hong
Kong, in 2006. In 1992 she was
invited to take part in the first
Asia Pacific Triennial at the
Queensland Art Gallery and in
the same year was represented
in a solo show at the Haus der
Kulturen der Welt in Berlin,
Germany. In 2002 Choi helped
to establish the Academy of
Visual Arts at the Baptist
University, and became part of
the teaching faculty. Choi is
co-founder of 1a space, a
progressive contemporary art
space in Hong Kong.

Martha Colburn
Martha Colburn ( b. 1971 in
Pennsylvania, USA ) is a
filmmaker and multimedia artist
who lives and works between
Holland and New York City.
Colburn is a 1994 BFA graduate
of the Maryland Institute
College of Art in Baltimore,
Maryland, and later studied at
the Rijksakademie Van
Beeldende Kunsten in
Amsterdam, earning an MFA
equivalent in 2002. In 1999, she
received the honor of Best
Animated Film in both New
York and Chicago Underground
Film Festivals. Her solo
exhibitions include Martha
Colburn: Dolls vs. Dictators,
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Museum of the Moving Image,
Long Island City, Queens, New
York ( 2010 ) and Puppets Take
No Prisoners, San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art, San
Francisco, California ( 2010 ).

Rebecca Geldard
Rebecca Geldard is a writer
based in London. She
contributes regularly to online
and print publications,
including Kaleidoscope and
ArtReview, and her writing has
also appeared on the Guardian
website and Saatchi Online
magazine, in Time Out, MAP
and Modern Painters. “Charged
Handling”, an essay on Alice
Channer, will appear in the
forthcoming issue of
Kaleidscope. Recent curatorial
projects include group
exhibitions Other Surfaces
( 2012 ), at Poppy Sebire and
Personal Use ( 2011 ) at CGP,
both in London. Geldard is a
member of AICA UK
( International Association of
Art Critics ), a board member of
Parabola, a London-based
commissioning and curatorial
body, and Coleman Projects, an
artist-run space in Bermondsey.

Hannah Harper
Hannah Harper ( b. 1994 ) is
currently a film student at the

Contributors
Sorbonne-Panthéon, Paris. She
has participated in several
projects in relation with film
such as acting and directing
short movies in the context of
Kinobus ( an association of film
makers moving from festival to
festival ). She was a jury
member for the cinema festival
Mamers en Mars in 2012.
More recently, she was the
assistant director of Vittorio
Santoro for his filmic work
A Large Sheet of Glass
Dropped from Shoulder Height,
2012.

Linda Jensen
Linda Jensen ( b. 1985 in
Copenhagen, based in Zurich )
is the assistant curator of
Burger Collection. She received
her B.B.A. degree from Parsons
School of Design ( Paris / New
York ) in Design Management in
2007, and her M.A. ( with a
concentration in the Art
Market ) in 2010. Her master’s
project involved the research
and development of the Beirut
Art Fair, in Lebanon, a
contemporary art fair focusing
on art from the MENASA
region ( Middle East, North
Africa, and South Asia region ).
Her most recent research deals
with artists and writers who
have interpreted and
commented on the art world in
satirical ways, presented as
“The Art World Establishment
( to varying degrees )” at Theory
Tuesdays, Corner College,
Zurich, 2012. She joined Burger
Collection in September 2010.

Alain Kantarjian
Alain Kantarjian (b. 1970 in
Beirut) lives and works in Beirut
and Paris. He graduated from
the Institute of Art and Design
in Amiens in 1998. Kantarjian
works in a range of diverse
media such as photography,
video, documentary, sculpture,
and drawing. He was a
founding member of
Fanarprojects in 2010, a place
dedicated to cultural events in
Beirut, and of LRAK, a company
for documentary films,
event organization and videos
(founded in 2005 in Paris).
Recent exhibitions include
Antépénultième (Doura) at
Counterspace Zurich (2013)
and his participation at
Photomed, Mediterrean
Photography Festival in 
Sanary-sur-Mer (France) in
2011. Selected projects are
Did you tell me, short movie
(Paris 2012); & THAT WAS THE
TROUBLE WITH ARISTOTLE…,
short movie (Paris 2011); the
curatorial project Patchworks,
Prisons, LP’s at Fanarprojects
Beirut (2010); This is fragile,
documentary movie (Berlin,
2009); Grand Hôtel Villa de
France / Structures,
Pliages / Détroit, exhibition at
Galerie Ephémère (Paris,
2009), or La Passerelle,
documentary (Paris, 2007).

Daniel Kurjaković
Daniel Kurjaković is an art
historian, curator and writer
based in Paris. He graduated
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from the University of Zurich in
Art History, Philosophy and
Slavic Languages, and curated
exhibitions and collaborative
projects on sound, installation,
performance and public art. He
published numerous articles in
exhibition catalogues, cultural
journals, art magazines and
newspapers. From 1995-2002,
he co-directed the Zurich art
and literature publishing
company MEMORY / CAGE
EDITIONS with book projects
involving John Berger, Paul
Bowles, Louise Bourgeois,
Lawrence Weiner, Robert
Wilson amongst others. He was
an assistant curator at the
Museum of Art Lucerne in
1999-2001. From 2002 to 2008,
he was the head of the
exhibition programs at
Kunsthof Zurich, the associate
open-air exhibition space of the
Department of Art and Media
of the Zurich University of Arts.
Since 2009 he is Curator and
Director of Programs at the
Burger Collection, Hong Kong.
For Burger Collection he has
been developing the multiregional exhibition and
research project entitled
Quadrilogy since 2009.

David Platzker
David Platzker is a curator of
Prints & Illustrated Books at
The Museum of Modern Art,
New York. From 2004 to 2013
he was the director of Specific
Object, a site operating as a
gallery space, a vintage art
bookstore and a research hub
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housing important books and
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from the 1960s to the 1990s.
From 1998 to 2004 Platzker
was the executive director of
Printed Matter, a non-profit
institution dedicated to the
promotion of artists’
publications. He has curated
numerous exhibitions, including
Harald Szeemann: Documenta
5 ( 2012 ), JONATHAN MONK:
Five Ballerinas in Manhattan
( 2007 ), a restaging of Daniel
Buren’s key performance work
Seven Ballets in Manhattan;
Vintage Dan Graham: Projects
for Publications, 1966 – 2009
( 2009 ) at Specific Object; and
Screw You at Susan Inglett
Gallery, New York.

Vittorio Santoro
Vittorio Santoro ( b. 1962 in
Zurich, Switzerland ) is an artist
living and working in Paris and
Zurich. His work includes
sculpture, installation, video,
sound pieces, performance,
script works, artist books and
mail art. Recent solo projects
include Vittorio Santoro: Filmic
Works at the Centre Pompidou,
Paris ( 2012 ), It Was the
Opposite of a Voyage, Galerie
Jérôme Poggi, Paris ( 2012 ),
Owls Turn Their Entire Head To
Change Views at the Fondation
d’Entreprise Ricard, Paris
( 2012 ), Les vingt-quatre heures,
Galerie Campagne Première,
Berlin ( 2011 ), Visionaries &
Voyeurs, Irish Museum of
Modern Art, Dublin ( 2011 ).
His group exhibitions

include, amongst others,
Correspondances ( Mail Art )
at the Espace Culturel Louis
Vuitton, Paris ( 2013 ), Le
Nouveau Festival, Centre
Pompidou, Paris ( 2012 ), Les
feux de l’amour at the FRAC
Aquitaine, Bordeaux ( 2012 ),
Shifting Identities, Kunsthaus
Zurich ( 2008 ) and Learn to
Read, Tate Modern, London
( 2007 ).

Cally Yeuk-Mui Yu
Cally Yeuk-Mui Yu ( b. 1968 in
Hong Kong ) is a poet and
writer strongly involved in Hong
Kong’s cultural and social
development, and in particular
the quality of public space. She
received her MA in Cultural
Studies from the Lingnan
University, Tuen Mun, Hong
Kong in 2005. Yu has published
numerous books on the topic
of freedom and independence.
Yu is one of the co-founders of
Woofer Ten, a local alternative
art space focus on community
art established in 2009. Yu has
organized and curated major
cultural events including the
Cattle Depot Book Fair in 2005
and the Chinese Literature
Camp in 2011. She is one of the
founders of two cultural action
groups, Art Citizen and Happy
Action. Yu was one the writersin-residence representing Hong
Kong in the Liverpool Biennial
in 2012 and was the critic-inresidence of the Macau City
Fringe Festival in 2012.
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Annie Lai-Kuen Wan
Annie Lai-Kuen Wan ( b. 1961 in
Hong Kong ) is an artist living
and working in Hong Kong. She
obtained a Diploma in Design
and a Higher Certificate in
Studio Ceramics from the
former Hong Kong Polytechnic.
She also graduated from the
Fine Art Department of the
Chinese University of Hong
Kong with a BA in 1997 and a
MA in 1999. Recent solo
exhibitions include Text . Book
at 1a space, Hong Kong ( 2013 )
and Looking for Poetry in
Wanchai at Stage One Art
Space, Hong Kong ( 2008 ).
Recent group exhibitions
include amongst others: Is / Is
Not Kai Tak River a Metaphor,
1a space, Hong Kong ( 2011 )
and Guangdong Contemporary
Ceramics Art Exhibition, Ucity
Art Museum of GAFA,
Guangzhou, China ( 2011 ). Wan
was awarded the Sculpture
Prize from the Philippe Charriol
Foundation Art Competition in
1999 and was the Award
Winner of the Hong Kong Art
Biennial in 2003.

Lawrence Weiner
Lawrence Weiner ( b. 1942,
Bronx / New York ) is an
American artist living and
working in New York and
Amsterdam. Lawrence
Weiner played a prominent
role in the development of
conceptual art in the 1960s and
1970s. His renowned artist
statement, Declaration of Intent
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( 1968 ), marks the pivotal shift
towards understanding art
primarily as a conceptual
undertaking. Language as art
became his central medium,
such as in his first book
Statements ( 1968 ) and his
contribution to Xeroxbook, a
milestone of conceptual art
prints published by Seth
Siegelaub in 1968. His major
solo exhibitions include the
retrospective As Far As the Eye
Can See, jointly organized by
the Whitney Museum of
American Art in New York and
the Museum of Contemporary
Art, Los Angeles in 2007-08,
Displacement at the Dia Center
for the Arts, New York, New
York and Lawrence Weiner
Works: With the Passage of
Time at the Hirshhorn Museum
and Sculpture Garden in
Washington, D.C, in 1990.
Weiner participated at
Documenta 5 ( 1972 ), 6 ( 1977 ),
7 ( 1982 ), and 13 ( 2012 ) as well
as the 2005 Venice Biennale,
and the Biennale São Paulo in
2006.

profit organization Artspace,
Auckland, in New Zealand in
2008. Other solo shows include
Red T Shirt Grey, Pippy
Houldsworth Gallery, London
2012, Everybody Thinks This Is
Nowhere, Alan Cristea Gallery,
London, and 1301PE, Los
Angeles, in 2010, Republic, at
1301PE, Los Angeles, in 2007,
Homeland, at Kerlin Gallery,
Dublin, and 1301PE, Los
Angeles, in 2005, Driven
Landscapes at Camden Arts
Centre, London, in 1993 and
Annexe at Tate Britain in 1998.

Paul Winstanley
Paul Winstanley ( b. in 1954, in
Manchester, UK ) is an artist
based in London. He studied at
the Slade School of Fine Art
from 1976 to 78, and then at
Cardiff College of Art. Paul
Winstanley’s work has been
the subject of numerous solo
exhibitions in London, Paris,
Munich and New York.
Winstanley’s first retrospective
Threshold was held at the non-
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